CARNEGIE SCIENCE CENTER ANNOUNCES NEW LASER SHOWS
THE BEATLES, BOB MARLEY, AND A PATRIOTIC LASER SHOW JOIN THE WEEKLY LINE-UP

PITTSBURGH, June 30, 2011— Carnegie Science Center is rolling out three new laser shows, with rockin’ science for people of all ages.

The new shows debuting this weekend are:

**Spirit of America:** Experience the heart of the American spirit with melodies and songs from various American artists like John Fogerty, Garth Brooks, and John Cougar Mellencamp. This patriotic show is sure to incite applause in all who are proud to be American.

**Bob Marley:** “Money can’t buy life” were his last words. Hear Bob Marley’s message to the world, which promotes peace, freedom, and redemption, through *his* reggae music and *our* LASER light. Join us for “I Shot the Sheriff,” “No Woman No Cry,” “Could You Be Loved,” and other Marley favorites. Of course, this show will be “Jamming.”

Beginning Friday, July 15, *The Beatles Anthology* will join the line-up. Nearly 50 years later, the British Invasion has landed in Pittsburgh once again! Take an epic journey and follow George, Paul, John, and Ringo all the way from the early songs like “Twist and Shout” to later hits like *Abbey Road*’s “Octopus’s Garden”. Prudence, Lucy, and Sgt. Pepper will all be there, too. This is a music event you and the family won’t want to miss!

The full line-up of laser shows in the Buhl Digital Dome includes *Laser Michael Jackson*, *Laser Sublime*, and *Midnight Floyd* – a Science Center staple since 1968. From psychedelic to rock & roll to reggae, there’s a show for lovers of any music genre. Show times and descriptions are available [online](#).

Cost for laser show admission is $2 for members and $8 for non-members. A second laser show or Omnimax ticket can be purchased for an additional $5.

Laser shows are presented by 7-Eleven.

-MORE-
About Carnegie Science Center
Carnegie Science Center brings the world of science alive for visitors of all ages. One of the four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh, the Science Center features hands-on exhibits, three live demonstration theaters, a four-story Omnimax theater, Highmark SportsWorks®, an interactive full-dome digital planetarium, a Cold War-era submarine moored on Pittsburgh’s Ohio River, the world’s largest and most comprehensive robotics exhibition, and a world-renowned model railroad display. Carnegie Science Center is located at One Allegheny Avenue on Pittsburgh’s North Shore next to Heinz Field. Visit CarnegieScienceCenter.org, or call 412.237.3400 for more information.

About Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh
Founded by Andrew Carnegie in 1895, Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh is a collection of four distinctive museums dedicated to exploration through art and science: Carnegie Museum of Art, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Science Center, and The Andy Warhol Museum. Annually, the museums reach more than 1.2 million people through exhibitions, educational programs, outreach activities, and special events.
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